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  No Footprint House 
Phase 1 I  How was this house built so it doesn't leave a footprint in nature? 

Source: 16-06-2022. No Foodprint House. Oliver Schütte  

 
Over the next three weeks we will design a No Footprint House for in the Nether-
lands. Our inspiration for this house is the No Footprint House in Costa Rica, de-
signed by Oliver Schütte. In the first phase, we will investigate how Oliver Schütte 
developed the building in Costa Rica. From this research we will draw up a PoR for 
our design in the Netherlands. 

 
 
Architecture: 
The slats convert interior to exterior and play with the dynamics of nature and the 
built environment, one of the key features of tropical architecture. The No Footprint 
House is designed to blend in with the natural environment and minimize the impact 
of construction on the environment. It offers a wide range of adjustable, affordable 
and replicable solutions for a wide customer segment. The project aims for integral 
sustainability in terms of its environmental, economic, social and spatial perfor-
mance. 

 
 
Architectural: 
In the core of the building, the utilities are brought in in one compact unit, after which 
it is distributed over the house. The pipes and cables are as short and insulated as 
possible. This saves material and energy. 
 
The pests are controlled by means of closed facade parts, mesh panels, sliding 
doors and sharp pebbles weathered as much as possible. 
 
There are fire extinguishers and emergency exit doors in various places in the build-
ing. These emergency exit doors can only be opened from the inside to the outside.  

Construction: 
By looking closely at the footprint 
of the construction, this has led to 
a 40% CO2 reduction of steel and 
60% of wood. 
 
 
The core of the building consists of 
steel to achieve the necessary sta-
bility. The rest of the building is 
built around the core. 
 
 
Everything else is made of wood 
as much as possible. 
 
 
Indoor climate 
The sun- shading device is con-
trolled by the wooden-open fa-
cades that largely block out the 
sunlight. It can also not get too hot 
inside because the roof is separat-
ed from the core by an open 
space. This open space is continu-
ously ventilated by the open fa-
cades. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
    Costa Rica has a tropical climate. This can make it very hot. A  
    number of solutions have been devised for this, namely fans and 
    open facades. This allows the wind to easily be guided through the 
    building, creating  an airflow. 
 
 

 
 Target audience: 
 The target group we will focus on are starters. We are going to create ground-
 bound homes that can be placed in various places in the Netherlands. We are 
 going to do this because there is a very shortage of homes in the Netherlands 
 and that there are already many holiday homes in the Netherlands. 
  
 We separate ourselves in the market to create affordable homes with a no foot
 print. 
 

source: https://www.archdaily.com/923651/no-footprint-house-a-01 

 
Sustainability: 
The house is connected to the public water network. This is the case because the 
water comes from local water sources. The hot water is heated by solar collectors on 
the roof, after which it is stored in a boiler. 
  
In Costa Rica, the public energy grid is 100% sustainable. As a result, it has also 
been decided to use this energy network. 
  
Because the materials of the house are thoroughly examined for the ecological foot-
print and because the house is connected to a sustainable water and energy net-
work, the house is very sustainable. 
  
 
 

Logistics: 
The entire building is prefabricated and 
transported by one truck. The core of the 
building is welded together in advance. 
The other parts are assembled at the 
destination. 
  
All parts are light enough to lift by hand. 
This means that no other machines need 
to be involved. 
 
The main requirements of our PoR: 
· Complies with the Dutch Building Decree 
· Wooden construction 
· Construction method in modules 
 Dimensions 7.2m by 7.2m 
 Usable area under 100m2 
· Cost of the property under €100,000.00 
· The architecture fits into the Dutch landscape 
 Self-sufficient building based on energy (100%) 
 Rainwater reuse system for the toilet 
 Prefabricated 
· CO2 reduction of the materials as low as possible 
 Transport the building in one go 
 
 

The reasons why we choose to build this house: 
•  Shortage of housing development; 
• Vacation parks attract criminals; 
• Take up a lot of space that could be used for housing; 
• Satisfy basic needs; 
• With the large influx of refugees and the cabinet's plans to give all the homeless a       
  home, there will have to be even more housing.  
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All information we have obtained from Oliver Schütte from the document NFH property awards portfolio. 
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 No Footprint House 
Phase 2 I  How does our design look like? 
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Variant 1 Variant 2 

4 different designs 

Merged designs 
Design freedom 

Expandability 
Working in modules 

Standard measurement  
Materials passport 

Transport in one time 

2 variantes 

The first draft of the structure 
We build the facade elements from wood skeleton 
construction and columns structure, due to small 
spans. This keeps all the wood fully biobased and 
compostable after which it can be disassembled. 
The stability is in the core. This core is located in 
the entrance of the house.  

Wouter Sidney Daan 
Lucas 

Created by: Wouter van Zetten Created by: Wouter van Zetten Created by: Norien Kempen Created by: Norien Kempen 

Installation concept 
Solar panels will be installed on the roof to provide 
the home with energy. A minimum of 10 solar pa-
nels will be required to provide this energy. 
Source: https://www.pricewise.nl/stroom/stroomverbruik/ 

Source: https://www.ledkia.com/be/kopen-inicio/63300-constructie-voor-
zonnepanelen-30-helling.html 

Source: https://www.compleetgroen.nl/blogs/blog/kant-en-klaar-
groen-sedum-dak-hoe-werkt-het/ 

Source: https://www.zonneboiler-expert.nl/wat-is-een-zonneboiler-systeem/soorten-zonneboilers-
vergelijken-zonboilers/cv-zonneboiler/index.html 

Source: https://www.mijnwaterfabriek.nl/nieuws/hoe-regenwater-
hergebruiken  

On the roof will be a sedum layer, that have 
many benefits in terms of energy, air purificati-
on and rainwater harvesting. 
Source: https://www.mijnwaterfabriek 

On the roof are solar collectors that heat the water. If the 
water is not heated well enough, it will be further heated 
by the electric central heating boiler.  

Rainwater and graywater are collected, filtered 
and stored for use of flush water for the toilet, 
washing machine and shower. 

Materials  
The Netherlands has no less than 140,000 hectares of forest, created as 
production forest for mining. Here trees can be selectively cut for pro-
duction. Approximately 10,000 homes can be made from these producti-
on forests. Source: https://www.marcovermeulen.eu 

 
1. Wooden cladding (harvesting possible) 
2. Rachelwork, spruce 
3. Water-repellent vapor-open wood fiber board, e.g., Homatherm Ener-
gie plus comfort 
4. Post-and-beam system filled with wood fiber insulation, for example, 
Homatherm woodflex 
5. Structural board, for example OSB 
6. Installation zone, with wood fiber insulation, for example, Homatherm 
woodflex 
7. Gypsum fiberboard, for example, from Fermacell 
 

Construction method 
The elements are prefabricated 
in the factory. This allows them 
to be assembled immediately at 
the construction site. This ensu-
res faster production on the 
construction site, cost savings 
and material savings. 

Logistics 
The elements are assembled in modules at the construction site. This makes any expansion 
possible. All elements are placed on one truck so only one transport is needed. The floor con-
sists of two elements so that they can be placed lying down on the truck. The facades are pla-
ced on the truck. This makes it easy to lift them to their destination. 

Source: https://
www.biobasedbouwen.nl/
producten/scanabouw-bv-
bouwelement/ 

Source: https://
www.jpvaneesteren.nl/nl/
actueel/start-gemaakt-met-
plaatsen-gevels-woontorens-
boston-seattle 

Source: https://gelijmde-houtconstructies.nl/
gelijmde-houtconstructies/producten/lvl-
ribben-elementen/ 

The entire house will have underfloor heating. Pipes 
are incorporated into a durable insulating layer after 
which it is heated by means of hot water.  
Source: https://www.droogbouw-vloerverwarming.nl/droogbouw.html 

Source: https://www.droogbouw-
vloerverwarming.nl/uw.html 

The reasons why we choose to build this house: 

• Shortage of housing development; 

• Vacation parks attract criminals; 

• Take up a lot of space that could be used for housing; 

• Satisfy basic needs; 

• With the large influx of refugees and the cabinet's plans to give all the homeless a home, the-
re will have to be even more housing.  

• Maximum truck dimensions:  
• 2.55 m wide; 
• 13.6 m long; 
• 4.00 m high. 
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Fase 3 I  How does our house work? 
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The variation split apart 

€ 80.000,00 

Excl. Btw. and building land 

Future making the building floating 
For floating variants, a special light-
weight basement tank was designed in 
cooperation with Balance d 'eau. A base-
ment tank consists of glass fiber reinfor-
ced composite. Composite is quite 
strong and has a very long life span 
(100+ years). 
 
The house is made on land and then lif-
ted to the right spot in one go. 
 
Ultimately, building a home is about 10-
15% more expensive, but developing on 
water is cheaper.  
 
 

Created by: Wouter van Zetten 

Source: https://www.balancedeau.nl/nl/ 

Created by: Wouter van Zetten 

Created by: Nikita van Velde 
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Transport 
One truck holds 20 floor 
elements and 16 wall ele-
ments. This is exactly 
enough to transport these 
elements on an average 
truck. 

Source: https://www.evofenedex.nl/kennis/vervoer/aanhangwagen/
afmetingen-en-massas-aanhangwagens 

Pipework  
The rooms that contain a lot of piping are located below each other. 
This is done to reduce the material and to reduce the distance from 
the heat source to the required points so that less heat is lost. 
 
All piping is insulated to reduce energy loss. 

The principle 

Created by: Lucas Vinke Created by: Wouter van Zetten 

1 layer price per m2 = €875 
2 layer price per m2 = €1530 
Variant 2 = €57.000,00 


